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LoRa enables IoT by offering a Cheap, Long Range 
& Low Power National Network 

KPN LoRa Advanced Workshop 2 

Range 

Power 
Efficiency 

Future: ~ 5 per hardware 
module

(<50 Kbit/sec) 



LoRa is efficient due to its sensitivity, minimal overhead 
& ability to sleep most of the time 
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LoRa receivers are very sensitive due to spread spectrum, allowing 
the sender to send with very low power even when noise is high 
and distance are big. 
 
 
The LoRaWAN protocol is focused on efficiently sending small 
messages (54 bytes) with less overhead compared to traditional 
protocols like TCP/IP. 
 
 
A LoRa device can join a network efficiently. 
 
 
The LoRa connection does not have to remain open to be synced in 
the network, enabling the radio module to sleep most of the time. 



LoRa Sensitivity: spread spectrum modulation 
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LoRa is a modulation technique owned by Semtech that combines 
powerful  small chips of today and a smart way of synchronization 
between sender and receiver to spread a signal over wide bandwidth.
Increasing spreading over bandwidth, will increase noise resistant, 
allowing LoRa to send signals below the noise level. 
For longer distances signal power decreases and higher Spreading Factors 
are needed. 

Input 
Signal 

Code 
Sequence 

LoRa 
signal 

High Power,  
Small bandwidth

Signal spread over 
wide bandwidth 

LoRa Signal can be broadcast 
below noise level, because it 
uses a larger bandwidth 

Some more points about LoRa Modulation 
- LoRa is a modulation technique owned by Semtech and is 

a type of Chirp Spread Spectrum (CSS) technique 
- In CSS the input data is multiplied with a much faster Chirp 

signal (Code Sequence), spreading the signal over bigger 
bandwidth 

- With a higher bandwidth LoRa needs a lower Signal2Noice 
ratio, even sending 20 dB below the noise level.  

- CSS has been around since 1944 and used in RADAR, but 
needs high computing power and high level of 
synchronization between sender and receiver to sync the 
code sequence. 

- Semtech uses the high power of small chips today plus a 
frac-

their chips to create a stable chirp for LoRa. 
- Synchronization between sender and receiver is reached 

by tuning in on a special chirp (preamble) that is send at 
the beginning of all LoRa signals. 
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KPN has build a stable and secure LoRaWAN network 
offering KPN LoRa connectivity
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Using 1000 LoRa Gatways 
(LRR) covering The 
Netherlands

Data is routed through fiber 
connections to our core 
network 

Through APIs and the 
ThingPark Wireless platform, 
data is routed to the customer 
Application Server (AS)

The LoRa Core (LRC) is 
redundantly set up in 
secure locations

Core 
network 

Core 
network

A
PI

LoRa Hardware sends LoRa 
signals to the KPN LoRa network 
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LoRaWAN uses LoRa modulation to build a 
network of a few gateways (cell-towers) to 
communicate with many devices. 
LoRaWAN is also a set of rules on how to 
communicate and what protocols to use 
(including inherent security) 
LoRaWAN is designed to enable many devices to 
send uplink messages (from device to server) 
LoRaWAN also enables replying with a downlink
message from server to device (with limited 
availability) 
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KPN builds LoRa on top of available cellular 
infrastructure 
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LoRa Spreading Factors and KPN Coverage 
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Spreading 
Factor 

Bitrate Range in 
free field 

Time on Air 
(ms)* 

SF7 5470 bps 2 km 50 ms 

SF8 3125 bps 4 km 100 ms 

SF9 1760 bps 6 km 200 ms 

SF10 980 bps 8 km 400 ms 

SF11 440 bps 10 km 800 ms 

SF12 290 bps 14 km 1600 ms 

Values are indicative and approximated, because they depend  
on environmental conditions and hardware conditions 
*for typical payload around 10 bytes 

LoRa uses more spreading (and repeating messages) when there 
is a weak signal or a lot of noise. Usually, getting further away 
from a gateway will decrease signal and therefore increase the 
needed spreading factor. 
The Spreading Factor (SF) ranges from SF7 when close to a 
Gateway to SF12 when far away from a gateway or shielded by 
walls or buildings. 

SF10 or better outdoor in The 
Netherlands, where KPN includes presence of buildings and other 
important objects. 
Walls and buildings typically reduce a signal by 2 SFs, creating a 
typical value of SF12 indoor in The Netherlands 
Actual indoor coverage largely depends on type of building 

you should have LoRa coverage 
when you see (reflected) daylight  



LoRa Adaptive Datarate increases battery-life & 
network capacity  
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To save battery devices should minimize used 
spreading factor (and therefore time-on-air (ToA)). 
 
LoRaWAN uses Adaptive DataRate (ADR) to first send a 
message on SF12. From this message the network 
measures signal strength and replies to the device what 
SF to use from now on. 
 
LoRa devices can be set ADR ON or OFF. Switching ADR 
OFF is only advised for continually moving objects. 
 
Added advantage of ADR is the increased network 
capacity: when a specific spot has many LoRa devices 
sending at a high SF is fitted with an extra gateway, 
that gateway can reroute the traffic and drastically 
decrease ToA of the devices around the gateway. Experts



LoRa uses the unlicenced ISM 868 band which has 
power and duty-cycle restrictions 
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ISM Bands Frequencies Power [dBm] Duty cycle 

F 863.0-865.0 14 0.1% 

G 865.0-868.6 14 1.0% 

H 868.7-869.2 14 0.1% 

K1 869.4-869.65 27 10% 

ISM 
Band 

Freq Purpose 

G 868.1 Uplink (msg from device to network) 

G 868.3 Uplink 

G 868.5 Uplink 

K 869.525 Sec. receive window and Beacon 

LTE uplink 
KPN

Defensie GSM-R
GSM 

Vodafone

862 863 870 876 880

License freeIn Europe LoRa uses unlicensed frequency spectrum in 868 MHz band 
(ISM). Devided in sub-bands between 863 and 870 Mhz.
Everyone can use this spectrum, but has to obey restrictions determined 
and enforced by the government per ISM (sub)-band. Generally 
speaking: 

Devices are not allowed to exceed a maximum power output of 
14 dBm (25 mW) 
Devices are only allowed a limited time-on-air (time it is talking). 
This duty-cycle is maximum 1% of an hour * for that sub-band. 

LoRa devices are allowed to use different ISM Bands independently, 
therefore increasing the time on air allowed. Which channels in which 
band are used are set by the LoRaWAN operator like KPN. 
LoRaWAN specifies that each time a message is send in one ISM 
subband, the device must wait the remaining time of the duty cycle in 
that band before resending (For time on air of 0.5s and 1% duty-cycle, 
this means waiting 49,5s). 
To enforce regulations, KPN requires all devices to be certified for LoRa. 
Or use standard certified LoRa chips. These chips know how to handle 
the different channels and duty cycle and will respond with an error 
when a user tries to send a message too soon. 

*Instead of a Duty-Cylce percentage, devices are also allowed to use Listen Before Talk Adaptive Frequency 
Agility (LBT AFA), but LoRaWAN does not use this. 

Regulations from Government (Agentschap Telecom)

LoRaWAN channels
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LoRaWAN is bidirectional, but allows many more 
uplink message than downlink messages 
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Core 
network 

Core 
network 
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~5 000 000 

~1 000 

Within ISM bands, gateways are also seen as one device, 
so duty cycle applies to the gateways as well 
For receiving uplink messages from devices, no regulatory 
limit applies, but for downlink messages the gateway has 
to obey the Duty Cycle. 
Downlink capacity is increased by sending on a low SF, 
changing sub-
with many LoRa Devices. Nevertheless, the downlink 
capacity stays limited. 
Developers should design their solution with a minimum 
number of downlink messages.  
LoRa Acknowledgements are also downlink messages. 
Downlink messages are limited to a maximum of 30 per 
day for the highest (least cheap) LoRa bundle of 300 daily 
uplink messages. 



Using different LoRa Classes to maximize sleep 
time of radio module
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Class A (Default): Bi-directional devices 
Completely uplink oriented. Uplink transmission is 
followed by two receive slots 
Downlink transmissions are queued in network until 
next uplink creates two receive slots 
Maximizes battery life 

 
 Class B (Beacon): Bi-directional devices with scheduled receive slots 

Device opens extra receive windows at scheduled times
Gateway transmits time synchronization beacon
Decreases battery life 

 
Class C (Continuous): Bi-directional devices with maximal receive slots 

Device opens receive window until next uplink
Not feasible on battery only 

Class B Currently not supported by KPN



LoRaWAN uses broadcasting to communicate 
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Core 
network 

Core 
network 

LoRa devices communicate by broadcasting the LoRa signal to 
every LoRa receiver in the vicinity.
The core server collects the messages from all gateways and 
ignores identical messages and remembers the gateway that had 
the best reception, e.g. the Last Best Gateway (LBG). 
For downlink messages, the LBG is selected to act as sender. 

For class A devices, LBG is always up to date because the 
network queues the downlink message to respond shortly after 
receiving an uplink message
For class C devices, LBG can be outdated if device is moved or 
environment has changed. A solution could be to send an uplink 
when a device stopped moving and/or sending an 
acknowledgment from the device when receiving a message 
 

 
 

Experts 



Digital communication basics are done through communicating ON or OFF signals in a row, 
This on or off is usually expressed as a bit of 0 or 1, only 2 possibilities. 
Bits are ordered as bytes (a string of 8 bits). A byte can have 28=256 possibilities. 
Writing out the 256 possibilities as 00000000, 00000001, 00000010, 00000011, etc is not 
feasible, so a byte can be labeled as hexadecimal*. 
Hexadecimal is a system that counts to 16 instead of 10, like: 
0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, A, B, C, D, E, F. Two hexadecimal symbols also give 16*16=256 
possibilities. E.g. byte 10110001 is the 177th possibility or B1 in hexadecimal.  
For computers and humans to recognize the difference between the decimal number 42 
and the hexadecimal 42, hexadecimal numbers are always E.g. 0x42 or 
0xB1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LoRa uses hexadecimal strings for the strings, so keys, payloads and addresses are encoded 
as hexadecimal. 

Bit, bytes and hexadecimals for use in LoRa 
developing 
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Byte 

8 Bits 

Hexadecimal 

0xB1 

*Bytes can also be labeled as symbols and letters through 
the ASCII system, as defined in the table below



LoRa uses AES for all messages to incorporate 
security from the source
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LoRaWAN forces all devices to encrypt payload and header with the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), 
using a key of 128 bits (or 32 hexadecimal characters). 
Network information is encrypted with a Network Session Key (NwkSKey). This key needs to be shared 
between device and KPN LoRa Core. 
Payload information is encrypted with a Application Session Key (AppSKey). This key needs to be shared 
between device and customer Application Server. 
The AppSKey does not have to be shared with the network operator, but developers can choose to share the 
AppSKey with KPN to decrypt the payload and sent the decrypted payload over a secure https connection. 
For implementation at the application server, LoRaWAN defines a specific de/encryption scheme* using AES. 
Note that it is not simply putting the payload through standard AES! 
AppSKey and NwkSKey can be generated as a string of 32 random hex characters* 

Core 
network 

NwkSKey for LoRa network info 
AppSKey for device payload NwkSKey for LoRa network info AppSKey for device payload 

Radio Internet 

*The LoRaWAN encryption scheme is set up such that only a AES-encryption scheme has to be implemented and 
decryption can be done with the same scheme, saving device resources and development effort 

Experts 



Format of a LoRa message
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Physical  
/ Radio  
Header 

Physical / Radio  Payload 

Identify as 
LoRa signal 
(preamble) 
 
Basic 
information 
for radio 
transmission 

MAC  
Header 

Type of 
message:  
join request 
/join accept 
Uplink 
/downlink 
Confirmned** 
/unconfirmed 

1 byte 

MAC Payload 

4 bytes 

MIC: 
Message  
Integrity  
Code 
 Code that device 

and server can 
compare with a 
code generated 
through AES with  
their secrets keys to 
verify sender 

Frame 
Header 

Frame Payload 

7-22 bytes 54 bytes 

Application payload, 
encrypted with AES  

LoRa Port* 
Device Identifier (DevAddr) 
Use or check ADR 
Acknowledgement** 
Frame counter*** 

*Use of Ports: LoRa enables the use of 256 ports to route data from an to the same device for different applications and/or 
purposes. Developers are free to use port 1 to 255 as they see fit, but 0 is reserved for network commands. Note that frame 
payload encryption can also be done for a specific port. 
** Confirmed Messages: When sending a confirmed message, the sender request the receiver to reply if the message has 
been received. For confirmed uplink messages, the LoRa servers will reply with a LoRa message in the next receive window 
of the device, devices can sent it whenever they want. The Acknowledgement is put in the Frame Header of the message, 

downlink message. 
*** Frame Counters: Frames are counted both in the device and in the network for better security 

Experts 



Identifying on the network with basic ABP 
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Every device has a unique identifier within a specific LoRa network, a Device 
Address: DevAddr (32 bits). 
Both Core and Device must know this DevAddr plus the NwkSKey and 
optionally the AppSKey. 
Globally, an End Device Unique Identifier DevEUI (64 bits) is defined, that is 
unique for all LoRaWAN networks. The DevEUIs are administrated by the 
IEEE. 

Core 
network 

DevAddr for identifying 
NwkSKey for encrypting LoRa network info 

AppSKey for encrypting device payload 

Radio 

Messages can be sent when DevAddr, NwkSKey and AppSKey are set. For small numbers of devices this can be done 
manually using the Activation By Personalisation (ABP) method. 
With ABP, KPN gives the developer a DevAddr manually (by mail for example) that the developer should upload in the 
device. This DevAddr must also be provisioned in the Core network through the Thingpark GUI.
Similarly, the NwkSKey and AppSKey are generated manually (with a random number generator for instance) and 
updated in the device and in the Core Network 
Once updated, the device keeps using the same address and keys and cannot go to another network without 
provisioning the device again with a new local DevAddr. 
The use of the DevEUI is only administrative to be able to roam between networks when available
ABP is not suitable for solutions with many devices and is limited in security because keys are static (always the same) 

 



Joining the network with OTAA 
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With Over The Air Activation (OTAA) a device joins a specific LoRa network 
using the DevEUI  and an AppEUI together with an AppKey: 

The AppEUI  is a global application ID in IEEE EUI64 address space 
that uniquely identifies the application provider (i.e., owner) of the 
end-device. 
The AppKey is an AES key, used only when joining the network with 
OTAA 

 
The Join Procedure: 

1. The device sends an unencrypted LoRa join request with the AppEUI, 
DevEUI, and a random generated and unique DevNonce. 

2. If the network allows the device, then a join accept is sent to the device 
containing a random generated and unique AppNonce,  a NetID, a 
DevAddr and some additional variables with network info ( used delays, 
frequencies & data rates). The join accept is encrypted with the AppKey. 

3. The device and the join server can now both calculate the NwkSkey & 
AppSKey using the AppKey, AppNonce, DevNonce and NetID 

4. The device and network communicate this session using the NwkSKey and 
AppSKey for encryption 

 
DevEUI, AppEUI & AppKey can be implemented in the device without 
knowledge about the specific LoRa network, enabling automation. 
NwkSKey & AppSKey can be renewed by forcing a new join session. This 
should be done regularly to increase security. 

 

Radio Core 
network

DevEUI 
AppEUI 
AppKey

Join-request: 
DevEUI 
AppEUI 
DevNonce 

Use DevAdrr, NwKSKey & AppSKey for the rest of the session 

DevEUI 
AppEUI 
AppKey

Join 
Server 1 

2 
Radio

Core 
network

Join-accept:
AppNonce
NetID 
DevAddr 
Network info 

Join 
Server 

3 
Calculate NwkSkey & 

AppSkey with AES from 
AppKey, AppNonce, 
DevNonce & NetID 

4 

Calculate NwkSkey & 
AppSkey with AES from 

AppKey, AppNonce, 
DevNonce & NetID 
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Elements of a LoRa Device
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All LoRa devices need a radio controller for 
LoRa modulation produced (or licensed) by 
Semtech 
To use LoRaWAN the radio module must have 
a controller according the LoRaWAN 
specifications and certified by the LoRa 
Alliance. 
Commercial LoRaWAN modules with Radio 
integrated are available. These modules will 
handle the LoRaWAN protocol. 
No certification is needed when using certified 
LoRaWAN modules 
The whole device is controlled through a CPU 
controlling device logic, battery and sensor 
and/or actuator information. 

Schematic Device 

A
n

ten
n

a 

Radio 
control: 

LoRa 
Modulation 

          LoRaWAN  
          Protocol  
          Stack 

Sensor/ 
Actuator 

Battery/ 
Power 
supply 

Central 
Processing 

Unit 

Semtech 
SX1272 or 
SX1276  

Embit LR1272 
 
 
Microchip RN2483 
 
 
IMST iM880a 

ATMega 1284 
STM32L151 

TPH-grove 
sensor 

All device elements have many 
options available in the market. 
Shown examples are just 
illustrations of current popular 
options. 

LiPo battery 
Solar Panel 

Custom PCB 
Arduino

Raspberry Pi



KPN LoRa is controlled through Thingpark 
Wireless and works through a HTTPS Post API 
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Core 
network 

Radio Internet 

Provisioning: Thingpark Device manager (www.kpn-lora.com/deviceManager) 
Debugging: Thingpark Wireless Logger (www.kpn-lora.com/wlogger)
Downlink API: https://api.kpn-lora.com/thingpark/lrc/rest/downlink
 (With query parameters DevEUI, FPort, Payload, AS_ID, Time, Token) 

Internet communications is done through a HTTPS POST API 
Uplink messages have a XML or JSON body, downlink message have payload in header

* Certificates list is available, but rule of thumb is that Thingpark will accept your certificate 
if your internet browser does 

KPN LoRa uses the Thingpark Wireless platform to provision LoRa and forward data. Thingpark Wireless is 
provided by supplier Actility 
The Core network only accepts Application Servers with valid SSL certificates*  
Additional verification is done through an 128-bit token derived from SHA-256 for the HTTPS POST API 



Provisioning of devices in Thingpark uses Routing 
Profiles and Application Server objects. 
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Device 
Select ABP or OTAA using DevEUI, 
DevAdrr, NwkSKey, AppSKey, etc
Select a routing profile where 
data should go 
Decide whether to use the 
AppSKey to decrypt LoRa Payload 
in Thingpark 

 
 

Routing profile 
For KPN, routing profile can 
only forward data to an 
external Application Server 
 
 
 

 
 

Application Server 
Set Destination URL of customer 
server 
Set LRC-AS key to create and verify 
a SHA token 
 
 
 
 
 

Actility uses three elements in its environment important for setting up LoRa, a 
Device Routing Profile Application Server  



LRC-AS key to create an SHA-256 token 
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To verify that messages are received from a valid sender, KPN LoRa 
uses SHA tokens. 
Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA) is a standard cryptographic hash 
algorithm, that is available in almost all programming languages. 
In this context, SHA can be seen as a one-way black box tool that 
takes an input and creates an output that cannot be traced back 
to the original, but is always the same and unique for that input. 
For uplink messages, the Application server calculates a SHA 
token from elements from the LoRa message and the LRC-AS key. 
By comparing it with the sent token the AS can verify the 
message. 
For downlink messages, the Core network will check the token 
and only accept the message if the token is valid. 
The exact input of the SHA-method is available in a manual 

SHA 
LoRa Message 
Token 

LRC-AS Key + 
elements from 
LoRa message 

Output Input 

Core 
network 

Internet 
HTTPS 

  

  

>> POST <url>?LrnDevEui=000000000F1D8693& 
LrnFPort=2&LrnInfos=UPHTTP_LAB_LORA&AS_ID=app1.sample.com&Time=2016-01-
11T14:11:11&Token=9bf99ba78791ad7f02c8d24dafe0a47da895ded5a0add99584d48d45c0e750a3 

  

  

Example of token as used in the HTTPS post for downlink 
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Soon: Geo-location based on threepoint measurement, 
accurate to tens of meters 

25 

Lokalisatie  
Algoritme Time: 

08.32.15.233 

Time:
08.32.15.236

Time: 
08.32.15.239 

Core 
netwerk 

Beschikbaar vanaf Q3 2016 
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Further reading on LoRa 
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LoRaWAN specifications - LoRa Alliance 
Vergunningsvrije radiotoepassing  Agentschap 
Telecom 
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Appendices 



SHA Token Calculation Uplink 
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Token must be verified as following by the Application Server: 
The application server retrieves the <query-parameters> WITHOUT the Token QP (Query parameters include the AS_ID and 
the Time): 
e.g. <query-parameters> := LrnDevEui=000000000F1D8693&LrnFPort=2&LrnInfos=UPHTTP_LAB_LORA& 
AS_ID=app1.sample.com&Time=2016-01-11T14:11:11 
 
The application server builds the <body-elements> as the concatenation, without separator, of the following values: 
CustomerID, DevEUI, FPort, FCntUp, payload_hex.  
e.g. <body-elements> := 100000507000000000F1D8693270110027bd00 
 
The application server re-computes the <token> as SHA-256(<body-elements><query-parameters><AsKey>):
e.g. <token> := SHA-256( 
100000507000000000F1D8693270110027bd00LrnDevEui=000000000F1D8693&LrnFPort=2&LrnInfos=UPHTTP_LAB_LORA&AS
_ID=app1.sample.com& 
Time=2016-01-11T14:11:1146ab678cd45df4a4e4b375Eacd096acc) 
Where 46ab678cd45df4a4e4b375Eacd096acc is the 128 bits pre-shared key (lower case hex string representation) between 
the Application Server and the LRC as defined in the AS profile.
 
The <token> is encoded as a hex string AND can be compared to the <token> provided by the LRC in the Query Parameters 
line. 
e.g. <encrypted-token> := 9bf99ba78791ad7f02c8d24dafe0a47da895ded5a0add99584d48d45c0e750a3
 
Finally, if the token is valid, the application server can verify the deviation between the emission (as provided in the Time 
query parameter) and the reception by the application server. 



SHA Token Calculation Downlink 
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Token must be computed as following by the Application Server:  
The downlink message <query-parameters> (Query parameters must include the AS_ID and the Time query parameters) are 
constructed WITHOUT the Token:  
e.g. <query-parameters> := DevEUI=000000000F1D8693&FPort=1&Payload=00&AS_ID=app1.sample.com&Time=2016-01-
11T14:28:00  
 
The <token> is computed as SHA-256(<query-parameters><Askey>)  
e.g. <token> := SHA-256( 
DevEUI=000000000F1D8693&FPort=1&Payload=00&AS_ID=app1.sample.com&Time=2016-01-
11T14:28:0046ab678cd45df4a4e4b375Eacd096acc)  
where 46ab678cd45df4a4e4b375Eacd096acc is the 128 bits pre-shared key (lower case hex string representation) between 
the Application Server and the LRC as defined in the AS profile. 
 
The <token> is encoded as an hex string (e.g. b5a84fe9c8921e9de359e3041a37b76c4b122f6f9b83577b5596c842052f7e62) 
AND added at the end of the query parameters line e.g. 
https://api.kpn-lora.com/thingpark/lrc/rest/downlink?DevEUI=000000000F1D8693& 
FPort=1&Payload=00&AS_ID=app1.sample.com&Time=2016-01-11T14:28:00& 
Token=b5a84fe9c8921e9de359e3041a37b76c4b122f6f9b83577b5596c842052f7e62  


